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Abstract
Client-servermodels enable computations to be hosted remotely on quantum servers.We present a
novel protocol for realizing this task, with practical advantages when using technology feasible in the
near term. Client tasks are realized as linear combinations of operations implemented by the server,
where the linear coefficients are hidden from the server.We report on an experimental demonstration
of our protocol using linear optics, which realizes linear combination of two single-qubit operations
by a remote single-qubit control. In addition, we explainwhen our protocol can remain efficient for
larger computations, as well as someways inwhich privacy can bemaintained using our protocol.

1 Introduction

Quantumcomputing offers the possibility of achieving substantial algorithm speedups compared to classical
computing [1–3], and can preserve the privacy of computations while doing so. Given the intrinsic difficulties in
building a quantum computer, this privacy preservationwill be crucial for any client-servermodel, whichwill
likely provide a practical and efficient way to access quantum computing resources. In the scenariowhere a client
delegates his computation to a quantum server, the data can readily be hidden from the server by using
algorithms designed towork on encrypted data [4–8]. A protocol for ‘blind’ quantum computing, based on the
paradigmofmeasurement-based quantum computing [9, 10], was recently demonstrated using linear optics
[11]. Here the client implements an algorithmby requesting that the server performs consecutive adaptive
single-qubitmeasurements on a (large) blind cluster state—amulti-particle entangled state created fromqubits
transmitted by the client. Since the states of the transmitted qubits are chosen randomly by the client, the
computations on the blind cluster state do not reveal any data or the algorithm to the server [11]. The
randomness source that is used by the client should be carefully examined to avoid any correlations with the
server andmust achieve high-speed operation (such aswas recently reported in [12]). Full-scale demonstrations
of this blind quantum computing protocol would also require that the server has the ability to create large cluster
states, which is beyond the capabilities of current quantum technologies.

Here we propose a fundamentally new type of protocol for allowing clients to execute quantumprocessing
on a remote server. In our approach, the client translates his task into a linear combination of quantum
operations performed by server. Arbitrary unitary operations can be represented in a linear-combination form
using theCartan decomposition [13]. The linear coefficients are then encoded in a quantum state, and
transmitted from client to server using quantum teleportation. Aswewill argue, the client can keep the linear
coefficients hidden from the server. To enable the required linear combining of quantumoperations in our
protocol, wewill utilize circuits based on a technique to add coherent control to arbitrary (unknown) quantum
operations, demonstrated in [14]. This technique is based on gates which can exploit extensions of the logical
Hilbert space used for computation. A comparison between our protocol and blind quantum computing can be
found in the appendix.Wewill proceed as follows: wewill first explain circuits for realizing linear-combinations
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of afixed family of quantumoperations, before explaining in detail how they can be used to enable quantum
computation in a client-servermodel. Thenwewill report a proof-of-principle experimental demonstration of
our protocol in a linear-optic setup, which implements arbitrary linear combinations of two single-qubit
quantumoperations by a remote one-qubit control.

2 Linear combining of quantumoperations

Suppose thatwewant to implement some unitaryUTwhich can be expressed in the form,

åa=
=

-

( )U V , 1T
j

n

j j
0

1

where theVj are gates acting on a d-dimensional target (T) subspace, and the aj are complex coefficients
satisfying

å a =
=

-

∣ ∣ ( )1. 2
j

n

j
0

1
2

When controlled-Vj gates are available, we can implementUT probabilistically through the circuit illustrated in
figure 1(A). Here the aj are encoded in the initial state for the k-qubit control (C),

åf añ = ñ
=

-

∣ ∣ ( )j , 3C
j

n

j C
0

1

where =n 2k and j labels the computational basis, and the circuit succeedswhen all control qubits aremeasured
to be 0 in the computational basis at the end.

However, this approach for implementingUT cannot workwhen theVjʼsmust be assumed to be black-box
operations, due to a no-go theoremwhich states that adding control to unknown quantumoperations is
impossible in the (conventional) quantum circuitmodel [15, 16]: any protocol which attempts to add control to
a black-box operationmust be able to differentiateVj and q( )Vexp i j, but standard quantum circuits always
generate identicalmeasurement outcomes for these two cases. Nonetheless, control can be added inmany
systems, by exploiting the fact that physical operations often act non-trivially on some degrees of freedomor
subspaces of quantum states, while acting trivially on others. The description ofVj for such cases should be
modified to ÅV Ij , and control can be added evenwhen this extension is one dimensional [15]. It has been
shown that control qubits can be simply added to a single-qubit unitary bymoving part of the state of a target
qubit into an expandedHilbert space [17]. Amore general schemewas proposed in reference [14] for adding
control to an arbitrary quantumoperation, with the implementation of its optical version based on the
controlled-path (CP) gate [18] that controls the target photon’s path conditioned on the control photon’s
polarization. TheCP gate wasfirst proposed for realizing quantum controlled gates in the context of weak
optical cross-Kerr nonlinearities [19, 20]. Techniques based on expanding the computational Hilbert space have
also been demonstrated for adding control for subroutines of quantum computation [21] and implementing the

Figure 1. Implementing linear-combination operations: (A) circuit for implementing linear-combination operationswhich assumes
the availability ofmultiply controlledVj gates. There are k control qubits with initial state f añ = å ñ=

-∣ ∣ jC j
n

j C0
1 and =n 2k.T is a

d-dimensional target system. a= å =
-U VT j

n
j j0

1 acts onTwhen themeasurement outcome is ñá Ä∣ ∣0 0 C
k . (B)The LCC implements the

same conditional operation as in (A) butwithout controlledVj gates, withT extended to ´( )n d -dimensions, using operations on
subspaces ofT.
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Fredkin gate [22]. Herewe use the same techniques to implement a linear-combination circuit (LCC)which is
illustrated infigure 1(B).

LCCs can exploit black box unitaries to implement a target quantum evolution using coherent control, using
the control state as in equation (3), acting on a ´( )n d -dimensional target subspaceT. T decomposes into n d-
dimensional subspaces, with the jth subspace is spanned by basis elements ñ + - ñ{∣ ∣( ) }jd j d, , 1 1T T . The
LCCuses a series of subspace-swap operations, ( )X j0, (which exchange corresponding basis elements for the 0th
and jth subspaces)which are controlled by qubits inC, and performs the sumoperationÅ =

- ( )Vj
n

j
j

0
1 , where ( )V j

j

implements the same operation asVj previously but on the jth subspace ofT. The initial state forT is taken to be

å åbY ñ = ñ + ñ
=

-

=

-

∣ ∣ ∣ ( )j j0 . 4T
j

d

j T
j d

nd

Text
0

1 1

Following the step-by-step evolution given in supplementarymaterial is available online at stacks.iop.org/QST/
2/045002/mmedia, it is straight forward to verify that, when the control qubits are allmeasured to be 0 in the
computational basis, the target evolves according to

åaY ñ  Y ñ∣ ∣ ( )( )V . 5T j j Text
0

ext

Note here ( )V j
0 implementsVj on the 0th subspace ofT as defined before. The success probability is readily found

to be n1 , which is independent of the size of theVj.
Any arbitrary quantumunitary operation can in principle be decomposed into a linear sumof elementary

operations. Using Cartan’s KAKdecomposition, we can explicitly rewrite any two-qubit unitary operation,

( )USU 4 , as a linear combination of four tensor products of two single-qubit gates. Furthermore, Cartan’s
decomposition allows an n-qubit unitary operation ( )USU 2n to be recast as a linear combination of tensor
products of n single-qubit gates [23]. Such a decomposition is, in general, not efficient, in the sense that there
may be exponentiallymany terms. And thus, the success probability of LCC for general ( )USU 2n can be
exponentially small. However, for somenon-trivial families of unitary operations the linear decomposition
method can be efficient. For example, an n-qubit controlled-unitary gate CU can be decomposed as

Ä + Äs s+ -I UI I

2 2
z z whereU is an -( )n 1 -qubit operation [14]. Only one control qubit is required to

implement this operation and high success probability can be obtained. Although the number of linear-
combining terms is restricted, the size of each term can be large and reconfigurable, providing sufficient
computing power andflexibility for various applications. It is worth noting that the proposed LCC can also be
interpreted by using the notion of duality quantum computation [24–26], whichwas originally proposed to
exploit thewave-particle duality and then developed toworkwithin the framework of conventional quantum
computing.

3 Implementing quantumprocessing by remote quantum state control

The LCCdescribed above provides away to implement quantum information processing using a client-server
model, as illustrated infigure 2.We assume now theVjʼs are the computational resources provided by the server
and the ajʼs are configured by the client to encode an algorithm. The ajʼs are encoded into the control state fñ∣ C

and transmitted from the client to the server remotely. The transmission of states between the client and the
server is performed by a (multi-)qubit teleportation protocol [27, 28] using generalized Bellmeasurements. The
control state fñ∣ C has k qubits, and kEPR channelsmust be shared between the client and server to enable

teleportation of this state. Similarly, ⎡⎢ ⎤⎥dlog2 EPR channels are required to teleport the computational input

Y ñ∣ Text from client to server, and a further ⎡⎢ ⎤⎥dlog2 EPR channels are required to teleport the computational

Figure 2.Protocol for remote quantumprocessing: for each of the client’s requests, the server first repeatedly runs the LCC till it
succeeds. The client then teleports a quantum control state fñ∣ C to the server using quantum teleportation EPR channels to complete
his computation. The computational input Y ñ∣ Text can be transmitted to the server (and the computational output Y ñ∣UT Text back to
the client) using additional quantum-teleportation channels or direct transmissions.
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output from server to client (d is defined as previously). To start the computation, the client requests the server to
run the LCC, and the server repeatedly runs the LCCon the EPR channels (resetting them as required).When
the LCC succeeds, the server informs the client and performs teleportationmeasurements on the LCCoutput
and corresponding EPR channels. Finally, the client performs teleportationmeasurements on fñ∣ C and Y ñ∣ Text

(and the corresponding EPR channels).When all LCC and teleportation steps succeed, Y ñ∣UT Text is returned to
the client.

By keeping the control state fñ∣ C hidden from the server, this protocol can provide security for the client’s
computation.Wefirst consider the simplest casewhere the client only sends a one-qubit control state to the
server so that a linear combination of two quantumoperationsA andB can be implemented. The corresponding
quantum circuit is shown in figure 3(A), wherewe assume thatA andB are not black-box operations and also
ignore the teleportation of the input state for the computation. The circuit starts from the initial state

jñ ñ ñ + ñ ñ ñ∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )∣0 0 0 1 11

2 1 2 3 2 3 4. In the case where the server follows the protocol, the serverfirst runs the LCC

until it succeeds—the qubit 3 (local control qubit) is thenmeasured to be ‘0’ in computational basis. The state of
remaining qubits is j jñ ñ ñ + ñ ñ ñ(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )A B0 0 0 11

2 1 2 4 1 2 4 . The client then performs the quantum teleportation.

When hemeasures the qubit 1 and qubit 2 to be ‘0’ in computational basis, the state of remaining qubit becomes
a b f+ ñ( )∣A B 4 immediately. During thewhole process, the server does not have any chance to detect the
control state (encoded in the qubit 1 by the client’s local operation P), because he needs tomeasure the local
control qubit (qubit 3) before the client performs the configuration of control.

Next we consider the case where the server does not perform themeasurement on the local qubit before the
teleportation as our protocol demands. In this case, the circuit will evolve as shown infigure 3(B).When the
clientmeasures the qubit 1 and qubit 2 to be ‘0’, the state of remaining qubits will be a j b jñ ñ + ñ ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣A B0 13 4 3 4

(we denoted it as Yñ∣ ). Now the question is that whether the server can extract the information of the control
state f a bñ = ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣0 1C without being detectable to the client. To achieve this, the server needs to extract fñ∣ C

and also output the correct result of the computation a b j+ ñ( )∣A B 4 to the client. In other words, the server
needs tofind an operationUs satisfying

a b a b j a j b jñ + ñ + ñ = ñ ñ + ñ ñ( ∣ ∣ )( )∣ ( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )A B U A B0 1 0 1 . 6s

SuchanoperationUsdoesnot exist forunknownparametersα andβ, because itwould allowcopyingof anunknown
quantumstatewhichviolates theno-cloning theorem [29, 30].However, it is possible for the server (or a thirdparty) to
generate a copyof the control statewith imperfectfidelity, for example, byusing auniversal quantumcloningmachine
(UQCM) [31, 32] evenwith a single copyof the control state. Suchcloning attacks aredifficult toprevent since they
couldbedisguised as channel loss, and thus can lead to leakingof informationabout the client’s computation.

Formany applications such as Shor’s factorization algorithm [1] andGrover’s search algorithm [2], the
client can get the result by just running the protocol a few times. Then the server (or a third party)might
potentially obtain partial information about the control state by usingUQCM. For applications that require
many runs of the protocol, the client would need to send excess copies of the control state, and thus the server
might potentially gain complete information about the control state, for example, by using quantum state
tomography. To address this vulnerability we present amodified protocol below.

Figure 3. Security analysis for one-qubit control quantumprocessing. (A) F ñ = ñ ñ + ñ ñ+∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )0 0 1 11

2 2 3 2 3 is the EPR state shared

between the client and the server.A andB are two arbitrarily large quantumoperation of the same size. jñ∣ 4 is the input state for the
client’s computation.We ignore the teleportation process of jñ∣ 4 from the client to the server.P is a local single-qubit operation to
configure the one-qubit control state fñ∣ C . The server repeatedly runs the LCCuntil hemeasures the local control qubit (qubit 3) to be
‘0’, and then he informs the client to start the configuration and teleportation of the control state. (B) In this case, the server tries to
cheat by not performing themeasurement on the local control qubit, and directs the client to start the teleportation process. Yñ∣
represents the state of remaining qubits that the server obtains when the quantum teleportation succeeds. A step-by-step evolution is
shown in supplementarymaterial.
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For a computationwith the control state r f f= ñ á∣ ∣C C, define a decoy state


 r r=

+
- ( )

n

1
, 7m

where n is the number of dimensions of ρ and  < -( )n0 1 1 . rm can be generated by sending its
eigenstates with probabilities given by corresponding eigenvalues. On each run of the protocol, the client sends
the control state ρwith probability  +( )1 and the decoy state rm with probability +( )1 1 . As the client
knows exactly what state he sent each run, he can just discard the output states corresponding to the decoy states
and keep the correct ones for further applications. From the perspective of the server, the state receivedwill be



 
r r

+
+

+
= ( )

n1

1

1

1
. 8m

The state  n has themaximal entropy (= nlog ), implying that the server has no knowledge about the received
states at all.

The client can verify the result directly for certain applications (e.g. Shor’s factorization andGrover’s search)
but not others (e.g. some large quantum simulations). However, the client is still able to verify (ormonitor) the
computation process for applications whose results cannot be verified directly.We have shown that the
decomposed componentVi can be as simple as a tensor product of single-qubit gates and can therefore be
verifiedwith limited resources. Throughout the full computation process, the client can randomly send each
basis state ñ∣i ( = -i n0, 1, , 1) to the server, and since only the corresponding componentVi is applied, the
output can be checked (via state tomography ormeasurements inmultiple bases). This approach allows the
client to diagnose whether the server is running the LCC correctly, and it can be combinedwith the strategy
above for preventing the control state frombeingmeasured by the server (or a third party): the client chooses a
proportion of the runs of the protocol for performing computation and the rest of the runs of the protocol for
verification. Assuming the proportion of runs of the protocol for computation to be τ ( t< <0 1), the client
would send the control state ρwith probability  t +( )1 , the decoy state rm with probability t +( )1 , and
each basis state ñ∣i with probability t-( ) n1 on each run. The state the server receives is then



  åt r r

t
+

+
+

+
-

ñá =
=

-⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ∣ ∣ ( )

n
i i

n1

1

1

1 1
. 9m

i

n

0

1

Therefore, although thewhole computation process takes longer, the server is given no information about
whether the states it receives are for verification purposes or for performing an algorithm, and no information
about the control state. If the server intercepts afixed proportion of the control qubits in awaywhich randomizes
the results, the probability that the server is not detected is suppressed exponentially as the number of runs of the
protocol grows.

We have shown that the success probability of the LCCdecreases exponentially with the number of control
qubits. However, in the secure quantumprocessing protocol, the server only needs to inform the client when the
LCC succeeds, ensuring that the LCCworkswith 100% success probability from the standpoint of the client. The
success probability for teleporting the control state exponentially decreases with the number of teleported
qubits, implying poor scaling with large control states. Therefore, our protocol is practical only for small control
states, i.e. the number of linear terms n should be polynomial-sizedwith respect to the problem size. For a typical
case of themodified protocol combining verification and computationwhere  = -( )n1 1 and t = 1 2, the
probability of the client sending the control state ρ for each runwill be n1 2 , and thus the number of runs of the
protocol requiredwill be ( )O n2 timesmore than the original protocol, which brings only polynomially
increasing cost. Thewhole client-server computation scheme could (where required) include the quantum
teleportation of the computation input and output. Teleporting the output has 100% success probability with
necessary correction operations, while the success probability of teleporting the input depends on the dimension
d of the target operation (specifically, equals to d1 2) since the correction operations generally do not commute
with the target operation. Taking these teleportation steps into account, the success probability of thewhole
scheme is ( ( ))O nd1 poly . The client here is required to have the capability to create small control states, which is
trivial compared to the capabilities that the servermust have. It is also noteworthy that the success probability
could be further improved by using port-based teleportation (rather than conventional quantum teleportation)
[33, 34], which transmits a one-qubit state to one ofK output ports usingKEPRpairs and is asymptotically
faithful and deterministic for largeK.

4 Experimental demonstration

Herewe report on a demonstration of our protocol using a linear-optic setup, which realizes a circuit for
generating linear combinations of two single-qubit gates with one-qubit quantum control, as shown in

5
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figure 4(A). Our experimental setup exploits both path and polarization degrees of freedomof photons. Since
direct implementation of controlled-Vjʼs is very challenging using current technology, we demonstrate a LCC
using themethod shown infigure 4(B). To understand how it works, suppose that server starts with a single
photon in the state

a y b yñ ñ + ñ ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )vac vac , 10b r b r

where yñ∣ is an (arbitrary) polarization-encoded qubit, b and r label the blue and red spatialmodes, and ñ∣vac
represents unoccupiedmodes (andwill be dropped below). Two single-qubit gatesA andB act only on photon
in the blue or red path respectively, yielding the state: a y b yñ + ñ∣ ∣A Bb r . The blue and redmodes are then
mixed on a (non-polarizing) beam splitter (BS) to remove path information. In the case where the photon exits
at port 2, the output state of the photonwhich is obtained is a b y+ ñ( )∣A B , which corresponds to the action of
linear combination a b+A B on yñ∣ .

In the remote quantumprocessing scenario, client and server start by sharing a pair of entangled photons in
state

f y f yñ ñ + ñ ñ(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )2 , 11b b r r1 2 1 2

where f a bñ = ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣H V (client photon) and yñ∣ (server photon) encodes a qubit in the polarization basis.
When the blue and redmodes of client’s photon aremixed on a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), the client-server
state becomes

a y b y a y b yñ ñ + ñ + ñ ñ + ñ¢∣ ( ∣ ∣ ) ∣ ( ∣ ∣ ) ( )D D , 12b r r b1 2 2 1 2 2

where ñ = ñ + ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )D H V 2 , and contributions corresponding to anti-diagonal polarization at 1 and ¢1 have
been dropped (corresponding to postselection on detection outcomeswith diagonal-polarization only). In the
case where client’s photon exits at port 1, the state of the server’s photon is given by equation (10), and the
operation a b+A B is implemented as above. The experimental setup is shown infigure 4(C), and the details are
shown in appendix.

It is worth noting that an arbitrary single-qubit quantumoperation ( )USU 2 can be implemented as

a a s a s a s= + + + ( )( )U I , 13x y zSU 2 0 1 2 3

where sx, sy and sz are Paulimatrices, and ai are complex coefficients satisfying aå == ∣ ∣ 1i i0
3 2 (see details in

supplementarymaterial). Therefore, linear combination of four gates would be required to implement an
arbitrary single-qubit operation if the serverwere to provide only Pauli gates as the resource to the client. In our
experimental setup, the two single-qubit gates provided by the server can be arbitrarily configured, which allows
us to demonstrate the secure realization of awide range of linear-combination operations.We tested a series of
linear-combination operations where the two single-qubit gates are set to be

= =

-

- -

+

-

⎛

⎝
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⎞

⎠
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⎛

⎝
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⎞

⎠
⎟⎟ ( )A B

0

0
,

0

0
. 14

i

i

i

i

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Figure 4.Experimental demonstration: (A) circuit for implementing quantumprocessing by remote one-qubit quantum control. (B)
Schematic for optical implementation of (A). Client and server share a pair of spatially entangled photons: f y ñ +(∣ b b1 2

f y ñ∣ ) 2r r1 2 .When the photons exit at port 1 and 2, the output state of the photon on server’s side will be a b y+ ñ( )∣A B , whereα
andβ are controlled by client’s one-qubit control state f a bñ = ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣0 1 . (C) In our setup, entangled photon pairs are generated by a
SPDC source using paired type-I BiBO crystal in a sandwich configuration. P1b andP1r (Q2b andQ2r) configure fñ∣ (yñ∣ ).A andB can
implement arbitrary single-qubit gates. Further details are given in the appendix.
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The linear combinations ofA andB are always unitarywhen the client’s one-qubit control state has real
amplitudes. Ourmain results are shown infigure 5, and additional results are also given in supplementary
material. Our protocol also allows the client to implement non-unitary operations (even though the server
provides only unitary gates). For example, when the two gatesA andB are set to beX (Pauli-X) andZ (Pauli-Z)
gates respectively, the client can implement non-unitary operation +( )X iZ 2 by teleporting one-qubit
quantum control fñ = ñ + ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )i0 1 2C . To evaluate the performance of each the operationswe tested, we
performed quantumprocess tomography and reconstructed corresponding process (χ)matrices from the
experimental data, using themaximum-likelihood-estimation technique. As shown infigure 5, all of the
reconstructed processmatrices achieve high processfidelities compared to the corresponding ideal cases.

Our experiment serves as a proof-of-principle demonstration of the essential part of our protocol—a remote
control state can be used to implement the linear-combining operation. Aswementioned above, the server (or a
third party) could use aUQCMto extract partial information about the control state. Also, as post-selectionwas
used in the experiments to choose cases where the teleportation of the control state and the LCC succeed
simultaneously, the server can obtain extra copies of the control state by disguising hismeasurements as failures
of the LCC, leading to potential information leak of the control state.

The proposedmodified protocol aims to eliminate possible leak of the control state, but requires enhanced
capability of the experimental setup. In particular, it costsmuch increased experimental time to generate the
requiredmixed states and thus needs improved robustness and stability—whichwould be challenging for our
current bulk-optical setup (but could potentially be achieved in a future experiment using integrated photonic
waveguide techniques [35–37]). Possible issues for future demonstration of themodified protocol include
experimental imperfections, loss in transmission channels and the photon source. Imperfections in the server’s
gates (such asA,B,Q2b,Q2r shown in figure 4(C)) do not affect the security of the protocol, rather just the
outcome of the computation. Imperfections in the client’s gates (such asP1b,P1r shown infigure 4(C)) can affect
the creation of themixed state  n (and also potentiallymimic effects of amalicious third party or server) and
thereby reduce the security offered by themodified protocol. However, loss in the transmission channels would
not cause any added security issue for themodified protocol, since it would just act as a normalization factor for
themixed state  n. The SPDCphoton source creates photon pairs probabilistically, which can be viewed as
being equivalent to loss in the channels from a deterministic source, and the security is similarly unaffected by
this. A completely quantitative security analysis is beyond the scope of this work and is for future research.

5Conclusion

In summary, we have described and demonstrated a novel protocol, which can enable a client to implement
complex quantumprocessing on a remote server without revealing the precise algorithm to the server. We leave
as an interesting open questionwhether unconditional security can always be guaranteed using our protocol,
whichwill require an information-theoretic analysis of diverse attacks on the security, as well as the effects of

Figure 5.Experimental reconstructedχmatrices with corresponding theoretical predictions overlaid: three unitary operations
= +U A B0.9239 0.38271 , = +U A B0.7071 0.70712 , = - +U A B0.3827 0.92393 and one non-unitary operation
= +U X iZ0.7071 0.70714 were tested. The corresponding processmatrices c1, c2, c3 and c4 are shownwith their theoretical values

overlaid.We observed process fidelities 94.38±0.87%, 94.79±0.85%, 95.98±0.73%and 88.56±1.58% respectively. The errors
are estimated by adding randomnoise to the raw data and performingmany reconstructions. Further results are given in
supplementarymaterial.
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experimental imperfections, such asmulti-pair contributions to the state generated by the SPDC source.
Although our discussion has focused on protecting the privacy of the client’s algorithm, it can be extended to
protect the privacy of the client’s data by exploiting existing encryption schemes [4]. Our protocol cannot always
achieve efficient implementation of arbitrary quantum circuits (efficient universality), but it could be suitable for
some practicable applications, for example, adding control to a remote operation, with less resources and
experimental difficulties. The LCC circuits used by our protocol are based on decompositions into linear
combinations of elementary gates, and differ greatly from the circuits generated by the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm
[38] for example. Comparedwithmore conventional techniques to implement quantum computation, such
linear-combination-basedmethodswould lead to greater efficiency for some problems: Several works have
shown that simulations ofHamiltonian dynamics based on linear combinations of unitary operations can
achieve exponentially improved precision-dependence compared to the conventional product-formula-based
algorithms [39, 40], and even nearly optimal dependence on all parameters [41]. By using the linear-
combination technique, the dependence on precision can be exponentially improved [42] compared to the
Harrow–Hassidim–Lloyd algorithm [43] for the quantum linear systems problem. It can also reduce the query
complexity and improve precision for simulations of open quantum systems [26] based on linear combinations
of Kraus operators [44]. These applications generally require linear combinations of a great number of unitary
operations. It is an interesting open questionwhether there exist some particular instances that can critically
benefit using only a limited number of linear terms.Considering the alternative interpretation of the LCCs in
duality quantum computation, our protocol could be treated as an interesting and important application of
duality quantum computation. Finally, the protocol we have demonstrated here can be implemented in awide
range of physical systems. For example, future photonic demonstrations of our protocol could exploit time-bin
and orbital angularmomentumdegrees of freedom (which can offer high-dimensional quantum subspaces) to
implement complex controlled operations.
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Appendix

A.1. Linear decomposition of a unitary operation
Herewe showhow to decompose a unitary quantumoperation into the linear combination form.Wefirst
consider two-qubit unitary operations. By using theKAKdecomposition [13], an arbitrary two-qubit unitary
operation ( )USU 4 can be decomposed as

= Ä Ä( ) ( ) ( )( )U U V U U V , 15DSU 4 1 1 2 2

whereU1,V1,U2 andV2 are single-qubit quantumgates, andUD is a non-factorable two-qubit gate responsible
for the non-local characteristic of the gateU, which is given by

s s s s s s= - Ä + Ä + Ä( ( )) ( )U k k kexp i , 16D x x y y z z1 2 3

where ki are real numbers, and s ,x sy and sz are Paulimatrices. Consider the facts that
= +( ) ( ) ( )Ax x I x Aexp i cos i sin for an arbitrary real number x and amatrixA satisfying =A I2 [44] and

s s s s s= - = ia b b a c for Î{ } {{ } { } { }}a b c x y z y z x z x y, , , , , , , , , , , we can obtain

a a s s a s s a s s
a a s s a s s a s s
= Ä Ä + Ä + Ä + Ä Ä

= Ä + Ä + Ä + Ä
( ) · ( ) · ( )

( )
( )U U V I I U V

U U V V U U V V U U V V U U V V , 17
x x y y z z

x x y y z z

SU 4 1 1 0 1 2 3 2 2

0 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2

where ai ( = i 0, , 3) are complex coefficients derived from ki ( =i 1, 2, 3) in equation (16). The details are
shown in supplementarymaterial, together with the explicit results of decomposing universal three-qubit
unitaries.More generally, an arbitrary n-qubit quantumoperation Î ( )U SU 2n can be decomposed as a linear
combination of the tensor products of n single qubit gates, by applying Cartan’s KAKdecomposition recursively
[23]. The computational complexity of applyingCartan’s decomposition on a unitary Î ( )U dSU is ( ( ))O dpoly
[45], and thus it is not efficient for a general exponential-sized unitary. It is an open problem tofind efficient
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ways for applying Cartan’s decomposition on specific families of unitary, for example,multiple controlled-
unitary operations.

A.2. Experimental setup
The polarization-entangled photon pairs are generated by a spontaneous parametric down-conversion source
using paired type-I BiBO crystal in sandwich configuration [46], where a diagonally polarized, 120mW,
continuous-wave laser beamwith central wavelength of 404 nm is focused at the centre of paired BiBO crystals
with their optical axes orthogonally aligned to each other. The generated photons pass through a PBS cube on
the client’s side and a PBS/BS (half-PBS, half-BS) cube on the server’s side respectively, generating the spatially
entangled state

ñ ñ + ñ ñ(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )H H V V 2 . 18b b r r1 2 1 2

The client can prepare an arbitrary polarization-state fñ∣ by configuring P1b andP1r—consisting of half- and
quarter- waveplates and acting on spatialmodes b1 and r1 respectively. The server configures the computational
input state yñ∣ for computation byQ2b andQ2rwhich act on the spatialmodes b2 and r2 respectively. Note here
thatwe assume that the client informs the server of the computational input state yñ∣ in advance. The two single-
qubit gatesA andB are configured by the server using two sets of wave plates, each consisting of quarter-, half-
and quarter waveplates.When detecting two-photon coincidences between detectors at ports 1 and 2, the client
implements the quantum computation a b y+ ñ( )∣A B securely on the remote server.

A.3. Comparisonwith relatedwork
Previous protocols in [4–8] provide security by hiding the computation data from the server while the algorithm
itself is exposed to the server. Blind quantum computing [9–11] can hide all of the computation input, output
and algorithm. Since our protocol focuses on hiding the computation algorithm, we present here a comparison
with blind quantum computing in Table 1.
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